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War...
Israelis fire on Egyptian artillery
By The Associated Press
Israel claimed a task force crossed
the Suez Canal and was striking at
Egyptian antiaircraft missile batteries
and artillery in the rear lines
yesterday. Cairo said its forces were
waging a vicious battle" against
Israeli armor trying to punch through
an Egyptian beachhead
A Cairo communique said Egyptian
commanders had thrown armor,
infantry and planes into the fight
President Anwar Sadat warned that
Egypt has missiles ready to carry the
Arab attack into "the very depths of
Israel." if the Israelis attack the Arab
heartland But he added that he is
ready to accept a cease-fire and attend
a IN peace conference if Israel pulls
out of all Arab lands occupied since
1967
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lnirtt.nl nmwi from a ttorm drain on In.
grounds el In. Washington Gat light Company
•onl workers to in. rescue of a soggy but alive
kitt.n. Tho kitl.n wot lured from a imoU drain
pip. with Iho h.lp of food and a donating rape.

LATER IN THE day. Premier (iolda
Meir told the Israeli parliament she
has received no cease-fire offer "from
any source " She said the Egyptian
drive into the Sinai had been blunted
after 11 days of fierce desert tank
battles, and added
"The time for a cease-fire will come
indeed when the enemy's strength has
been broken
"I have been asked repeatedlv.
When will it MdT'." she said "My
answer is, when we manage to defeat
the enemy."
Sadat and Meir spoke soon after the
Israeli command in Tel Aviv claimed
its jets were bombing targets in the
Nile Delta about 100 miles north of
Cairo
Tank battles raged
simultaneously in the Sinai peninsula
and on the Syrian front along the road
to Damascus

Research center to serve area
ByMsrciaCwik

An idea proposed in the early 1960s
by former Ohio governor James A
Rhodes for a regional research center
in northwestern Ohio will become a
reality with the construction of the J
Preston Levis Computer Center in
Levis Park, Perrysburg
The computer center is a joint
venture between the University and
the University of Toledo
Its purpose, according to Hal Eckel,
director of Computational Services, is
to "support the educational data processing requirements of Bowling
Green, the University of Toledo and
other schools in the northwestern
region of Ohio." including those at the

secondary level.
Eckel said any excess capacity will
be used by industrial and governmental
agencies, laboratories and commercial
establishments, who will share the cost
of the center with the schools
Under the urging of former governor
Rhodes, the state legislature
appropriated two million dollars for a
Northwestern Ohio University
Computer Center.
In 1972. I)r Robert Duquet.
University professor of computer
sciences, and Dr. Donald Ewing of the
University of Toledo presented a joint
proposal to the Boards of Trustees at
their respective universities. It
requested the release of money to build
the center.

Both boards accepted the proposal
It was then sent to the Board of
Regents and approved in May.
The Owens-Illinois Corporation, a
packaging products manufacturer in
Toledo, donated 5.75 acres of land in
Levis Park for the center. In June the
center was renamed the J Preston
Levis Regional Computer Center.
Construction began Sept, 11 and
despite delays in the receipt of raw
materials, the tentative completion
date is July 8,1974
Cost of the completed building is
estimated at t6>7.000 It will operate
the first year on an approved budget of
8630.000.

A MILITARY communique from
Cairo said Egyptian troops were
battling late in the day to beat back the
Israeli attempt to smash through to
Egyptian territory on the western side
of the canal
Meir said nothing about where the
Israeli force was reported to have
crossed into the western bank of the
canal fror". the Sinai battleground, nor
did she say how big the force was.
Previous Israeli commando teams
have mounted hit-and-run raids on the
western bank of the canal But Israel
has never invaded Egypt proper in
force
EGYPT SEIZED control along the
eastern bank of the 103-mile-long

waterway when its forces stormed
across and knocked back Israeli
defenders as the current round of
Middle Easl hostilities Israel seized
the entire Sinai peninsula up to the
canal in the 1967 war.
While the fighting raged near the
canal. Israeli forces on the Syrian front
remained locked in combat near the
town of Sasa about 21 miles from
Damascus
The Israeli command claimed Syria
launched a counleroffensive against
the Israeli tank drive but were beaten
back with the loss of about 100 tanks
The push into Syria has slowed
markedly in the last two days and
observers believed the brunt of Israeli
firepower may have been turned to the

south against the Kgyptians in the
Sinai.
THE WHITE HOUSE announced in
Washington that President Nixon will
meet today with four Arab foreign
ministers A spokesman for the fourfrom Saudi Arabia. Algeria. Kuwait
and Morocco-said they want to ask
Nixon about "U.8. involvement in the
war "
US officials said the United States,
in the midst of an emergency airlift,
has sent about 500 Ions of military
equipment and ammunition lo the
Israelis in about 30 supply flights since
Sunday But they said that is only about
a tenth the amount supplied to the Arab
countries by the Soviet Union

..•end peace
Kissinger, Tho share prize
OSLO. Norway lAP) - Secretary of
State Henry A Kissinger and Le I'm
Tho of North Vietnam were awarded
the 1973 Nobel Peace Prize yesterday
for fashioning the cease-fire which
officially ended the Vietnam war
Aase Lionaes, chairperson of the
Nobel committee, announced the
award would be shared equally by the
architects of the truce, who conducted
42 months of on-and-off. tough
negotiations in Paris before reaching
agreement in January
In a brief statement. Lionaes said the
prize winners "had acted in accord
with Alfred Nobel's idea that
conflicts should be solved through
negotiations and not by war "
KISSINGER. 58. and Tho. 62. a
member of the North Vietnamese
Politburo and the first ranking
member of a Communist government
to win the prize, will each receive
255.000 Swedish crowns, or about
860.000. the Nobel medal and the peace
prize diploma.
The presentations will be made in a
formal ceremony at the University of
Oslo Dec. 10 Lionaes said she hoped
both winners would attend She said
both had been notified immediately
before the public announcement at the
Nobel Institute.
Kissinger was attending a White
House meeting on the Middle East
when he received the word He was
beaming as he left to drive to the State
Department, saying. "I'm very
pleased." No comment was available
from Tho.

PRESIDENT NIXON said.
By
jointly citing Dr Kissinger and 1* Due
Tho. the Nobel Committee has also
given deserved recognition to the art of
negotiation." which Nixon said "will
be more essential than ever as we seek
lo build and maintain a structure of
peace in the world
Kissinger, who was Nixon's chief
national security adviser when he
negotiated the ceasefire, is the 16th
American to win the peace prize.
A total ol 47 candidates had been
nominated for the 1973 prize, including
Nixon and Yugoslav President Tito

Kissinger and Tho earned their prize
(he hard way-in hundreds of hours of
tense and exhausting secret talks that
often looked virtually hopeless
THEIR MEETINGS began in 1969. in
such secrecy that Kissinger sometimes
traveled to them by subway to avoid
attracting the attention of newsmen
When they ended in a blaze of news
and television coverage in January,
they were still nominally secret But
Kissinger and Tho found themselves
followed wherever they went in Pans
by scores of newsmen and
photographers.

Senate committee asks
for audit of Ford taxes
WASHINGTON I API - The Senate
Rules Committee yesterday asked for
an Internal Revenue Service audit of
Vice President-designate Gerald H.
Kord's income tax returns
Chairman Howard W Cannon (I)Nev.) said the committee also is
seeking access to Ford's tax returns
for the last seven years, a period coinciding with his service as House
Republican leader
Cannon told newsmen these are part
of the background material the
committee wants for its public hearings on Kord's nomination to replace
Spiro T. Agnew, who resigned as vice
president last week.
NO DATE was set for the start of the

hearings, but Cannon said his guess is
that they would begin about (let 30 or
31.
Cannon said the unprecedented
request is for an IRS audit of Kord's
tax returns over the last five years.
Kord already has said he would make
his tax returns available, along with a
statement of his financial affairs. He
has said he owns no slocks or bonds
other than $9,000 of debentures in a
business that was family owned
Cannon said he has written the 60year-old Michigan congressman asking
for a financial statement and his tax
returns and also has asked the House
clerk for campaign contribution and
expenditure reports filed by Kord.

Fire levels 18 blocks
in New England city
CHELSEA. Mass (API - Some lost
their homes Some lost home and car
Some lost home. car. job or businesseverything
The problem yesterday was finding
the necessities of life for more than
1.000 people burned out by Sunday's
fire that raged through this industrial
city just north of Boston Eighteen city
blocks were destroyed. 12 others were
damaged.
There were no deaths or serious
injuries Damage was estimated at
$100 million or more.
CITY OFFICIALS said 800 buildings
were destroyed, including 62 dwellings,
most of them tenament buildings
Sixty-two businesses were destroyed,
eliminating 600 jobs
"In all. about 1.100 people were
forced to the streets." said Police
Chief Abraham Burgin

Weather
Partly Heady this moralac
wltk a chaace of light showers
■bed wltk SBOW, becmniog
mootly tauy this aftrraooa.
High today la low to mid Set
Clear (Might, law la low to aid
38l. Saaay 8881 arrow. High la
Ma. Probability of arecsattotisa
18aerceattoBlght.

"A few will be able to return to their
homes today but the majority have
nothing left."
The city tried lo move toward a
semblance of normalcy yesterday as
schools reopened after being closed
Monday.
DEMOLITION equipment was to
move into the area today to knock
down the shaky chimneys and tottering
walls-all that were left of gutted
buildings in the industrial-residential
area.
The refugees spent the night in
schools, churches, armories and other
buildings
Service agencies like the Red Cross
and Salvation Army were in the area
setting up temporary meal production
and other help.
Civil Defense officials said a major
need was for canned and nonperishable
foods, which were being stockpiled by
the Salvation Army for homeless
residents.
AGENCIES appealed for listings of
housing available The state Division
of Employment Security set up a job
bank of opportunities in the area.
The Red Cross and slate Public
Welfare Department began work on
financial aid to families displaced.
Gov. Francis W. Sargent after a tour
of toe area, asked President Nixon to
declare the city a disaster area, and
pledged "all appropriate state
resources."

Chelsea blaze

Homos and smoko pour from a general alarm fire Sunday in Chelsea, Mass., an industrial city just
north ef notion Tho Mate was fanned by high winds. Reports indicated the fire destroyed 800
burldingt, leaving 600 persons unemployed in the densely populated section of homes and
businesses. No on. was injured in tho mkthap.
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agnew's final effort
to claim innocence
Former Vice President Agnew maintained a calm manner
while delivering his farewell speech Monday night.
But it was a destroyed man whom the public saw on the
television screen.
Early in the speech Agnew attacked one of his favorite targets,
the media, for accepting news leaks as fact and using testimony
from his accusers as "gospel."
He also attacked the Maryland contractors for making
accusations against someone in a higher position and gaining
immunity.
But, even after evidence has been piled up against Agnew by
the Justice Department, some 40 pages in all. he still maintains
his innocence of bribery and extortion charges.
It's probable no one ever will know whether Agnew is innocent
or guilty of the other charges that were leveled against him.
About two weeks before his "no contest" plea in federal court,
Agnew told a group of Republican women in California he was
indeed innocent of AL1, allegations against him.
Monday night he told the nation he was innocent of all OTHKR
charges against him
Many persons undoubtedly will be skeptical of his claims of
innocence because of his earlier rhetoric and later conviction.
Agnew gave an impression of himself as a martyr who was
resigning in the interest of having a strong vice president for the
country.
While it is true that the country does need a strong vice
president. Agnew apparently used his resignation as a tool to
touch the hearts of the American people and gain sympathy for
his ruined political future.

It will be interesting to see if the public does respond to
Agnew's defense.
However, it was too easy for him to say he was innocent. The
federal investigation on the former vice president is over.
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unfair
By Rick Bee well
Former Graaaale Falconer
Geeottoromaist

m
THEY'RE NOT SHOOTING AT EACH OTHER—THEY'RE SHOOTING AT US!'

news Lerrers
'hours before resignation'
In the reporting of Spiro Agnew's
resignation, one important story line
has been exempt. What is being left out
is. the events, and or conversations
leading to Wednesday's
landfall
decision.
Through undisclosed sources, this
writer has been able to obtain Spiro
Agnew's diary.
Tuesday. 4 p.m.-"I have just
experienced a nightmare, in which my
secret tapes involving my relationship
with Xaviera Hollender have just been
published in the Washington Star I
Hi ink lhat I should resign "
WEDNESDAY. 12 a in "I have just
received a telegram Irom Houston.
Texas which said
I've got your
number-John Connally.' "
Wednesday. 1 am 'I have just
finished a conversation with liichard,
my king He said that I would have to
go. because of my interference with his
foreign policies, and besides Pal never
liked me anyway."
Wednesday. 3 a.m.-"After handing
my notice of resignation to the
Secretary of State. I have begun to
think of ways to sidestep my three
years of probation If I offered to buy
every member of the Grand Jury a
life's subscription to How lo l"ut the
Screws to the American People
Without Being f'aught.' they might let
me be Vice President again.
"I HAVE decided to give up on my
game of bribery, although I could
simply plead no contest.' "
Wednesday. .> a.m.-"I believe that
when all the smoke over this minor
incident has cleared, the American
people shall see the true me The Spiro
Agnew that one will see. runs around
Washington at night dressed in black
lights
"I WILL miss the fun of playing with
mv toy cars, nothing but Cadillacs of

agnew vs. media
NEW YOKK. NY As he departs
the office of Vice President, its not
unlikely lhat Spiro Agnew retains a full
quota of bitterness toward the nation's
press In the fullness of lime his
feelings may mellow He can tell us his
side when he writes his memoirs
In the meantime, a fair case can be
made that the press even the most
impudent of us- has for five years
treated Spiro Agnew las well as
Richard Nixon I with considerably
more decency and honor than he has
shown them
It was the press lhat "made" Agnew
by falling down in contrition when he
hauled them before the TV screens of
Middle America and charged them
with bias and spleen
LOOKING
back.
television
executives now regret having given
Mr
Agnew prime time on that

November evening in 1968
It has now been revealed, in various
Agnew biographies, that the Vice
President himsell was stunned when
he found himself playing to a live
audience of millions in the tune spot
sacred to the evening news He'd
expected three minutes at 11 o'clock
For the next five years. Mr Agnew
hurled the rocks the President put in
his hand
He reminded TV commentators that
their voices were on the air bv grace ol
a federal license He softened professional criticism and gave the timid
a guilt complex. It was a low trick, and
for a long time it worked
PERHAPS THE Administrations
most cunning ploy was lo separate the
press, in the popular mind, from the
public interest Commentators and
columnists became the enemy, just as
peace demonstrators were classed
with' professional anarchists.'
President Nixon's dislike of the press
became so acute that one of the bills he

was espousing when the Watergate
scandal erupted was an "official
secrets act" that could have sent
anybody to jail who criticized the
government or reported information
some branch of the government
considered privileged. If ever paranoia
translated
itsell
into legislative
revenge, it was in that now (happily)
doomed bill
Considering the ingrained dislike for
Nixon and Agnew among the working
press, it is a tribute to journalistic
ethics that news coverage of their
activities has been generally objective
MARVELOUS, sharp, revealing
stones about the backstage views of
these men are only now turning up in a
growing shelf of books about the 72
campaign The time lag -one full yearis regrettable
In one of the saucier memoirs. "The
Boys in the Back of the Bus." Timothy
Crouse tells us that Mr Nixon had "the
same number of friends in the press as
he did in Alger Hiss' immediate
family "
In "Us and Them." by the National
Observer's James Perry, we read that
Nixon is seen as devious, introverted,
inconsistent, opportunistic, humorless
and sanctimonious." This estimate, let
it be noted, was made before the press
discovered, in Joe Kraft's words, how
close the President had brought us to a
police state

Middle America's head that the press
consistently 'tilts" the news to the
left
"The record shows that the press,
most of the tune, is devoid of
ideology." says Perry "It will not
explore questions of ideology "
And had the nation's newsmen been
as leftist as the Administration has
charged, "we should have celebrated
George McGovern. the Aquarius. Consciousness III candidate." Instead, the
press beat his ears off. day after day.
calling all his bumbles.
Perry is similarly hard on other
Democratic candidates
He calls
Hubert
Humphrey's
shameless
primary battle-appealing to the
meanest prejudices of whatever group
he was addressing as "simply
indecent " And he wrote off Sen
Harold Hughes (D-lowal when Hughes
said he often conversed with his dead
brother
IN RECENT weeks I have read
perhaps eight or ten books about the 72
campaign.
Dick
Dougherty's
"Goodbye. Mr. Christian" is the most
fascinating and Theodore White's "The
Making of the President-1972" is the
most embarrassing
Timothy Crouse (son of the late
Kussell Crouse) is not long out of
Harvard and the Peace Corps He
suffers from young man's fascination
with four-letter words Doubtless he
heard a good many in the back of the
campaign bus.
One story serves to point up the peril
of criticizing the Administration After
Jules Witcover wrote his brilliant
book. "The Resurrection of Richard
Nixon." he appeared on The Dick
Cavett Show and described how the
White House had tried to cut off his
sources of information.

PERRY TAKES issue with the thesis
Spiro Agnew spent thousands of hours
on the banquet circuit batting into

received a call from an Internal
Revenue agent who announced that
Witcover was going lo be audited.

Harriet Vu Horae W —

A WEEK later. Witcover s wife

course, in the East Room But then the
greatest thrill of all was not being
caught with the other seven at the
Watergate, after all. Richard drove."
Tom i ni it'll

335 Conk I in

transcendenfal
meditation
The purpose of this letter is to
hopefully clear up any misconceptions
which may have arisen from the recent
BG News article entitled "The Art of
Kestful Alertness *
Transcendental Meditation tTMi is
not a religion, a lifestyle, a philosophy
or a cult. The practice does not in any
way
involve
concentration,
contemplation or hypnosis
A meditator does not appear to be in
a trance or to be sleeping, but rather
silting easily with his eyes closed
TM IS A very simple, natural
process which allows the body to
receive deep rest Yet during tills Vest,
the mind remains alert, thus tie name
restful alertness
Studies conducted at the Stanford
Research Institute and the Harvard
Medical School, among others, have
indicated that very definite and
substantial benefits are obtained
through the practice of TM
Reaction times improved as a result
of the practice, indicating improved
coordination and increased alertness
Other studies show that meditation
improves one's learning ability and
recall

let's hear from you
The B(i News welcomes all letters to
the editor anil opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 3(H)
words
typewrit (en
We ask that
columns be no more than tour i\ped

pages triple-spaced
The News maintains Ihe right lo edll
all submissions ih.it exceed these
limits, with respect lo the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News
106
University Pall

ALSO NOTED are a reduction in
nervousness,
depression
and
irritability as well as improved interpersonal relations, greater creativity,
greater self assuredness, increased
spontaneity and liveliness.
The practice is not practiced for the
meditation itself, nor is it flashy The
purpose of TM is to improve our
activity outside of meditation, to bring
to life greater creativity and
spontaneity
The practice is completely effortless
and requires correct direction and
guidance from a teacher of TM who
has been specially trained to give out
the knowledge
IT IS NOT possible for someone who
meditates but has not had this training
to teach someone else the technique
nor is it recommended that a person
follow those instructions printed in the
news when they are innaccurate and
incomplete
It cannot be overemphasized that the
practice be learned from a teacher of
I'M This and only this will insure
proper practice and desirable results
Additional information may be
obtained by calling 354-5232

Terry Bush
137 N Church St West Apt.

new fire code
I have been reading about the new
lire code in the paper and can l believe
how ridiculous It is.
How much more property has to be
destroyed before this absurd new code
will be made practical'' What is the
purpose of the code if it doesn't cover
already existing complexes?
I AM A lormer tenant of the floor
that was destroyed in last spring's fire
in University Village. Somehow. I got
the courage to try living there again
this year.
I noticed the new installation of fire
extinguishers on the first and second
floors However, on my floor there is
just an empty holder.
A lot of good that will do me if
tragedy strikes again I have told the
management there should be a fire
extinguisher on this floor, but I need
the power of the law being behind me
THE CODE MUST be made to cover
presently existing, as well as new.
complexes 1 don't want to go through
that terrible experience again
Lesley Wallerstein
University Village Apt. 59E

Mr. Herpel Is somewhat off base and
entirely unfair in his charge that "we
chain < the hawks or falcons) to a poet
and deny them their natural right to be
free."
Understand that these birds are
flown regularly, protected from the
weather, kept healthy, guaranteed
three squares, as it were, and used to
further our knowledge of management
practices, disease control, life
histories etc. so that we can be more
certain that these creatures will
inhabit our planet for many years to
come
The moat ardent raptor conservationists in the world are falconers
WHEN DDT began to wipe out the
peregrine, eagle
and osprey
populations, it was falconers who
noticed it and took the first steps to
reverse the trend
In the case of peregrines, thank the
powers that he that falconers had birds
chained to posts (chained to posts, oh
brother') with which to start captive
breeding projects
In fact, in Colorado last year more
peregrines were hatched in captivity
than in the wild
WHEN THE State of Idaho decided
to plant potatoes on the north run of a
100-mile stretch of the Snake River last
year, thus wiping out the most
successful breeding population of
prairie falcons and golden eagles in the
world, it was falconry groups that
demanded public hearings and finally
got the area at least partially protected
for a bird of prey sanctuary
Stabler discovered that only two
drugs found so far
are effective
against frounce, an avian trichomoniasis that used to be fatal to
raptors, nearly all the time
ENDERSON WAS the first person to
breed Falcoperregrinus anatum and
Falco mexic.iniis
(a
greatly
endangered perregnne subspecies and
the pi .in ie falcon) in captivity.
Other names well known in raptor
ology are Hammerstrom. Smylie.
Meng. Hunter. Powers: the list is long
and composed almost entirely of
dedicated falconers-the people who
keep the birds chained to posts, if you
must, although in actuality nothing
could be further from the truth
THE MASCOT program at BGSU
can accomplish a number of goals It
can instill in people a respect for these
creatures that Bent called, "the tigers
of the skies."
It can give us opportunities for
research in disease control, management, immunology, pollution effectsthe possibilities are darn near endless
IT SEEMS to be that the advanUges
of this program far outweigh! the disadvantages
Letters comments,
arguments and discussion are invited

Rick Boswell
406 Life Science Bldg

so they say
Bella Roseakraax. a irkoolm.tr of
Heary Kbwkoger la the IMt'i at the
Jewish Tecfcak-.l School ia Forth.
Germany:
"der He in/1 was a little fatso who
never sat in the front row with the best
students."

"...thorn it's moved and seconded that existing apartments not be required
to install any form of fire detection device."

Wfednnday. Octobw 17. 1*73, Th* K> N.w,/f 09. 3

32 University grads to speak
on Veal world' job experiences
How can a graduate adjust
to a job that 15 unrelated to
hii
studies
at
the
University?
Moreover, what can be
expected in the career world
once a student's education is
completed?
These
questions,
and
many
more,
will
be
answered by 36 University
alumni who will return to
campus for Alumni-Faculty
Day Friday
THE
RETURNING
graduates, who represent
such varying fields as education, physics, economics,
biology, speech and social
studies, will teach regularly
scheduled classes related to
their occupations.
They also will be available

for
informal
discussions.
The returning graduates,
among
others,
include
Robert
Bagno.
a
68
graduate in education who is
now District Manager in advertising for the New York
Times.
Nick Mileti.
SJ
graduate and owner of the
Cleveland Indians. Cavaliers
and Crusaders.
Carroll Cheek. 47 graduate and chairman of the
Board and President of
Great Scot Markets in Ohio,
and Frances Williamson. '41
graduate and assistant chief
of the Office of Comprehensive Health Planning at
the Ohio Department of
Health
BAGNO. WHO received
recognition as the
"Out-

standing Young Man of
America." is past vice
president of
the Southeastern Michigan Alumni
Club
He will teach a journalism
class Friday and will be in
the first floor lobby of the
Library from 1:10-3:30 p.m
to
answer
students'
questions
Mileti.
who has been
called the sports magnet of
Cleveland, entered the field
of sports in 1968 when he
purchased
the Cleveland
Arena and the Cleveland
Barons Hockey Club.
He will be in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg . from
1 30-3 30 p 111 to speak with
students
Cheek is a member of the

newsnotes
Charges dropped
DETROIT (API - Bombing conspiracy
charges against IS radicals were
dropped Monday by U.S. District Court
Judge Damon Keith after a government
attorney refused to reveal what he
termed information crucial to national
security
The dismissal was requested by US.
Atty Ralph B. Guy Jr . who said he
could not turn over information about
investigations on the 15 as requested by
Judge Keith
The defendants were
charged with conspiring to blow up
police stations, educational facilities
and other public buildings

Veterans' bill
COLUMBUS i AP1 - The Ohio Disabled
American Veterans announced their
support yesterday for Issue No. 4. the
Vietnam bonus proposal, on the Nov 6
ballot
Issue No 4 would authorize the state
to issue bonds to pay for bonuses for
veterans of the Vietnam conflict
Ralph G Beck of Toledo, the state
commander, said the constitutional
change would give the people of Ohio
an
opportunity to
show
their
appreciation for the sacrifices these

young men have made in what was a
very unpopular war "
The issue would provide for bonuses of
up to $500

Waste disposal
COLUMBUS (AP> - Municipalities in
Ohio are spending $32 million a year to
dispose of waste materials which could
be recycled for other uses, a report by
the state Commission on Local Government Services shows.
The report delivered to Gov John J.
Gilligan recommends that the state look
into the possibility of contracting with
local governments to build three or four
resource recovery plants to recycle
solid wastes

Ford successor
WASHINGTON lAP) - Rep Samuel L
Devine of Ohio dropped out of the race
for House Republican leader yesterday
boosting the chances of Rep John J
Rhodes of Arizona to replace Vice President-designate Gerald R Ford
Devine announced his withdrawal
from the race after the Ohio delegation
met and endorsed Rhodes. 56. a veteran
of 21 years in the House
Devine
attended the meeting

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fit, Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8565

BGSf Foundation Board.
BGSU
Presidents
Club.
Hanover College Board of
Trustees.
American
Institute of C P.A.s and the
American
Accounting
Society.
He will teach a management class Friday morning
and will be in the main
hallway of the Business
Administration Bldg from
130-3 30 pm
to discuss
careers.
WILLIAMSON.
who
worked as a training officer
for the Division of Administration at the Ohio Department of Health in Columbus,
is presently a non-resident
lecturer
at
the
Health
Organization
School
of
Public Health at the University of Michigan
She will teach a class in
health and physical education Friday morning and
will be in the main hallway
of the Math-Science Bldg
from
1:30-3 10 p.m
to
answer questions

Guest

Five 1973 University graduates spoke to a full house last night in the second
floor lounge of the Business Administration Bldg. on the different opportunities

speakers

in the journalism field.

Civilians control new cabinet
BANGKOK.
Thailand
(AP)
Thailand's
new
premier named a civiliandominated Cabinet yesterday following a student
revolt that overthrew the old
military regime in two days
of riots and street fighting
The
capital
remained
under student control with
troops and all but a few
traffic police keeping out of
sight But the students put
aside their banners and took
up brushes to clean up the
debris of battle
All but two important
posts in Prime Minister
Sanya
Thammasak's
Cabinet went to civilians
THE MINISTERS were
chosen in consultation with
student leaders and were
widely hailed among the
thousands of youths who
took
to the streets to
confront police and troops at
the height of the revolt
The
overthrow
of
Thailand's three military

strongmen not only returns
the country to civilian rule
but greatly increases the
influence of King Bhunubol
Adulyadej Prime Minister
Sanya. a respected university rector, is regarded
as a king's man.
According
to
palace
sources, the king persuaded
army strongmen to leave the
country
He warned Ihev

would turn Bangkok into a
slaughterhouse
if
they
brought troops into the
capital to crush the revolt
As il is. more than 283
civilians are known lo have
been killed and several
hundreds wounded
THE RATIO of civilians to
military men in the now
Cabinet roughly reverses
the ratio under the former

premier.
Field
Marshal
T'hanom Killikachorn and
his strongman deputy. Field
Marshal
I'raphas Charu
salhien
The
government
radio
announced that Thanoni had
left the country, but there
has been no report of his
having arrived in any other
country
New
Foreign
Minister

t'haroonpan
Issarangkul
indicated there would be no
change in Thailand's foreign
policy and the country s
close and friendly relations
with the United States would
continue
The United States has
more
than
38.000
servicemen at six air bases
in Thailand

U.S. prepares to drill offshore
WASHINGTON
lAP)
Faced with a growing
energy crisis, the United
States is preparing to open
the eastern Gulf of Mexico
to oil exploration to boost
domestic production.
The Interior Department
plans lo permit offshore
drilling
despite
environmentalists' warnings that oil
spills could ruin beaches
that attract tourists and

fears that discovery of oil
could force military base
closings
THE BEACHES and bases
provide important revenue
for local communities along
the eastern Gulf
The
U.S.
Geological
Survey believes the area has
between two billion and
three billion barrels of oil
and production potential of
up to 590.000 barrels daily

FULL development of the
eastern Gulf would require
aboul 1.500 wells, says the
Interior Department.
Several
members
of
Florida's
congressional
delegation have appealed to
President Nixon to halt the
leasing, but he has not
intervened.
The schedule calls for 15

least sales through May 1978
with the first covering the
eastern Gulf Lease-selling
shifts to Louisiana in March
and
then
to southern
i .iliioi in.i next September
The Gulf of Alaska is
scheduled for bidding in May
1977 and again a year later.
Hearings also are being held
on whether the government
should approve oil drilling in
the Atlantic

HOMECOMING
BEER BLAST
Friday, October 19

Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

8:00-12:30

UAO HOMECOMING DINNER DANCE

Commons

SATURDAY OCT. 20
GRAND BALLROOM UNION

Co-sponsored by Rodgers, Chapman, and Dunbar
Donation: '1.00 at the door

featuring music by

BLUESTONE IVORY

Tickets May be Obtained at UAO Office
3rd Floor University Union, Phono 372-2343

Music by: "TOADFLAX"
Proceeds Going To Crusade ol Mercy
iili.illU IfNllMI.H 1.,i Mhll .IIHiMIHIMII isssssfl^

Tickets for the dinner & dance $5.00.
Those wishing to attend the dance only.
tickets will be $2.00.
The dance will last from 8:00 p.m to 12:00 p.m.

ROCK CONCERT

What are your views on

AMNESTY?

AT FINDLAY COLLEGE
8:00 P.M. Fri., Oct. 18
CfllJIJV
r fill HI

an a
" girls
rock & roll band

And

CLIMAX Blues Band
FROM ENGLAND

Experimental Studies presents the movie:

DUTY BOUND
depicting the trial of a draft evader
and bringing to light all the arguments

discover your
newest
fashion HIGH
from

connie

pro and con

TICKETS - »3.00

Thursday, October 18,7:15 p.m.

Available At The Door

Education Auditorium

STOP IN AND
SEE THESE AND
OTHER EXAMPLES
OF FALL FASHION
MOST AT WAY
UNDER $20.00.

Mon.Fn. 11-9
Sal. 10 b

Stadium Plan
Csnttr

Poo* 4/Tho M N.wi, Wodn—dey, OcteW 17, 1*73

Old passenger coaches
'home' for rail workers
By Cart Is M. Haxlett
Maaaglag Editor
Charlie Powell sweated
over a hot stove In an old
yellow railroad coach,
rooking dozens of chicken
legs and pork chops for the
men who would soon come
home from work.
The men, members of a
Penn Central Railroad work
crew fixing tracks around
Bowling Green, live in four
ancient, peeling coaches on
a siding near Clough Street
They commute to their work
sites each day by bus.
"They don't really eat all
that much," Powell said. He
stirred two enormous
skillets full of meat as he
spoke
"THEY USUALLY eat
hearty, but not heavy." he
said "I couldn't say how
much they eat in pounds, but
I do know that lasts week's
food bill was 1241 "

Robert C Dillon, the crew
supervisor, sat In one of the
can after work, watching
Walter Cronkile on tele
vlilon and talking with the
other workers
He said his crew is
responsible for repairing 62
miles of track, from near
Toledo to past Findlay
"We nave to raise the
tracks, replace old ties and
fix crossings, mostly."
Dillon said.
"The tracks here are
really in pretty good shape."
he said. "We don't have to
do an awful lot of work on
'em."
The
coaches
are
connected to city water, gas
and sewer lines. A tall
television antenna sways in
the wind above one of the
cars.
POWELL SAID when the
work moves too far south to
commute--"about two
weeks. I think"-the cars

will be moved to Findlay.
where they will be hooked up
on another siding. Dillon
said.
The coaches' interiors
look like long tubes. The
ceilings are high, the floors
wide and bunks line each
wall.
"All in all. the cars are
real comfortable. Just like

home." Powell said.
Dillon said be didn't know
how old the cars are.
"I would guess maybe 50
years old." be said. "They
used to be passenger cars on
the Pennsylvania Railroad.
"They're old, y know, but
they're still comfortable."
Dillon said.

Queen selection today
Voting for homecoming queen and her court will be held
today from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Men's gym.
Students must snow their identification and validation
cards to vote.
The ten Homecoming finalists are Linda Forte, junior
i AtSi Cathy Harrison, junior (AtiS); Dorothy Kern, junior
(Ed.); Chris Mohler, senior (A&SI; Janice Niemeyer,
sophomore (Ed. I, Jan Dudley, junior (Ed); Jan Dickson,
senior (A&S); Libby Moore, senior IA&S). Claudette
Scheurmann. junior (A&S); and Denise Herman, senior
(Ed.).
Any complaints dealing with election regulation infractions must be filed with the Opinions and Elections Board,
405 Student Services Bldg., by noon Thursday.

Ah, the life of a railroader. . . or at least a
railroad cook.

Mentor man convicted of murder;
to serve two consecutive life terms
TOLEDO (API • Howard
Thomas Hoffman III was
sentenced to life imprisonment yesterday after being
convicted of two counts of
first-degree murder in the
slaying of his parents in

m
W
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BROWNSVILLE
STATION
FRIDAY, OCT. 19, 8 P.M.
TOLEDO SPORTS ARFJU
TICKETS WM ADVANCE
S550 0AV OF SHOW
AVAILABLE AT FINDERS
RECORDS IN BG, SPORTS
ARENA, CENTRAL TRAVEL t
TICKET, MASONIC AUD.,
REVELATIONS, HEADQUAR
TERS AND SEARS (WOOD
VILLE MALL).

y

their home at Mentor in
March 1972.
Hoffman, 24, had no
comment when Lake County
Common Pleas Judge John
F Clair Jr. sitting by
assignment in Lucas County
Common Pleas Court,
sentenced him to two life
terms to be served
consecutively.
There was no immediate
indication whether he would
appeal the verdict returned
by the jury of nine women
and three men yesterday
morning after deliberating

for eight hours, starting
Monday.
The verdict capped a year
and a half o( legal proceedings and marked the
end of Hoffman's second
trial.
His first trial ended in a
mistrial in Trumbull County
Common Pleas Court at
Warren last April
The trials were moved
from Lake County Common
Pleas Court on defense
motions contending that
Hoffman could not get a fair
trial in his home county

Semi-finalists chosen
Sixteen students have
been chosen as semifinalists for Sub-budget
Council, Mark Walker. Student Body Organization
(SBO) representative to the
Board of Trustees, said
yesterday.
The students are: Hal Arnold, senior (Ed.); Stephen
Beeson. junior (A li S);
Joyce Bressler. senior
(Ed.); Robert Constien. senior (B. A/);
Edward
Diener.
sophomore (A4S); Mike
Florlo.
senior
(A&S);
Katherine Hatton, senior
(B A . AftSi. Marcle Huna.
junior
(A&S);
Mike
Leonard, junior;
GERALD MC BRIDE,
junior (B.A.);
Maureen

Ruppe. senior (B.A.); Mark
Seditz, junior (B.A.);
Thomas Snitch, sophomore
(A&S). Hal let Wall, senior
(A&S); Charles Willett, junior (Ed.); and James Williamson, junior.
Walker said the 18 semifinalists will participate in a
mock Sub-budget Council
meeting tomorrow night
The first group of eight will
meet at 6 p.m. and the second group at 7 p.m.
He said the eight finalists
will be announced immediately after the
meeting. Six finalists will
have one vote each on the
council, and there will be
two alternates.
Walker is a voting member

By Fran Drag
Makeup Editor
A Raskins. Ohio, couple
has a stake in Bowling
Green. Jim and Diane

Cherry Hill
(Management by Owners)

• Indoor Pool potts*rooms)

• Gat Hooting <\ Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, excepl electricity

Cable TV - Food Waste Disposal - Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer — Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy
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crew,

relaxes

(above) before starting
the

evening

the

crew'*

coach

meal

in

railroad-

quarters

on

Clough Street near the
Penn Central tracks.
At left, Powell busily
works to get the grub
ready for his fourteen
charges.

Gamble head Bowling
Green's Jaycees and Jay-cettes.
The Jaycees arc a group of
men between 18 and 35 years
old who are interested in
civic affairs and personal
development. Gamble said
The Jaycees also have a
problem.
"We are facing an active
membership problem.'' said
Gamble. "We don't have
enough members free at
once for any one activity "
A possible solution could
rest in the University community. Gamble said "We
would like to see University
men involved." he said.
"If they are communityminded and interested, there
is no better place to gain experience in running
projects."
THE
3! MEMBER
Jaycees are involved in
many projects.
The Leadership In Action
program, co-sponsored by
Massachusetts Mutual and
the U.S. Jaycees, is being
run to teach men leadership

12 or 9 mo. Lease
Married Couple

'63.00 per person
*195.00psfmo.

SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERW00D
Hours: 9-6. 7 9 Mon.-Fn, Sit 125. Sun. 12 5

853 Napoleon Rd. - Phone 352-6248 and 352-7324

"The program gives a
man a chance to be a man
among men," Gamble said.
"Everyone has some leadership ability and one day will
be called on to be a leader
This is one way to be
ready "
The group is planning a
Jaycees Day on Bowling
Green's
WMGS radio
station On Oct 26. the
Jaycees will operate the
station from 6 a.m to6 p.m.
to raise money for an under
priviledged
children's
Christmas party.
The Jaycees present a
way for a man to gain
greater experience and
explore
wider horizons.
Gamble said. "But it's also
a place where you can lose
and still win
"YOU LEARN TO work
with other people to get a
job done." he said. "You can
make a mistake and learn
from that mistake. It's truly
a learning experience."
When the Jaycees need

help with any of their
projects the Jay-c-ettes, a
group of Jaycees' wives,
assist their husbands. Ms
Gamble said she would like
to see this changed
"It's about time the Jay-cettes make a place for themselves in the community."
said Ms. Gamble. "The girls
are so talented and it is
wrong to sit back and wait
until we are needed ''
Ms. Gamble said the Jayc-ettes have not done
enough. "The group is too
socially-minded and stuck
with the men.'" she
explained.
Ms. Gamble is trying to
change the Jay-c-ettes into a
community-minded group
She said she would like to
open the membership to
other interested women
besides Jaycees' wives This
way the group would not be
limited in membership
number or age group
NEXT. MS. GAMBLE
said she would like to see the
membership of the Jaycees
open to women.

"If we could be Jaycees.
we would be good Jaycees."
Ms. Gamble said. "I think it
is wrong for them to be discriminatory It's wrong (or
them to limit their membership to male members.
Ms. Gamble said the name
Jay-c-ettes
itself
was
holding the gioup back "We
are not supposed to do
anything terrific, but just
heip the guys do something
terrific But we are doing
some terrific things "
The Wood County Humane
Society is the groups
adopted project this year
Through the Jay-c-ettes.
some of the proceeds from
the first
1973-74 performance of the Black
Swamp Players will go to
the society.
THE JAY-C-ETTES have
worked with the Red Cross
bloodmobile Other projects
include sending gift boxes to
residents of the Wood
County Nursing Home and
food boxes to a needy family
at Thanksgiving and
Christmas.

HOMECOMING

Fall - On a 4 Person Rental Basis

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
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pair

Jaycees cultivate leadership;
Jay-c-ettes seek separate role

• Fanta.tie Party Hou.e ** «*•• ^SSrimSS^^^'
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He said Hoffman shot his
parents, then "piled up" the
bodies and set them afire.
He added that Hoffman took
the "precaution" of dousing
a file with water to protect
the insurance policies from
the flames.

• Patio Area* With Ga» Grills

Spaghetti

lights for a Penn Cen-

because of publicity
surrounding the slayings.
The bodies of Howard T.
Hoffman Jr., 48. and his
wife, Laura Jane. 47. were
found in their fire-damaged
home in Mentor March 14,
1972. It was first believed
that they died in the fire but
autopsies showed they had
been shot to death
In his closing statement
Monday.
Lake County
Prosecutor Paul H.
Mltrovich charged that
young Hoffman was 113.000
in debt and killed his parents
for their insurance money.

• Two bedroom* completely fur nl»hed apt.

texu-te 5-9p.m.

Charlie Powell, who
whips up culinary de-

QUEEN CORONATION OCT. 19,1973
6:30 P.M.

CORONATION

7:30 P.M.
8:15

BONFIRE
THE BIG BANG

-STUDENT SERVICE
FORUM
-STERLING FARM
-STERLING FARM

(FIREWORKS DISPLAY)

Cherry Hill Village
»>
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VOTE TODAY
for

HOMECOMING QUEEN
9-5:30 MEN'S GYM
LIBBY MOORE

LINDA FORTE

Senior, Sociology Major

Junior, Psychology Major

Sorority Officer, Orientation Leader, Ski Club, Undergraduate Asst. in Sociology
Interests: Travel, Sewing, Skiing, Crocheting

Mortar Board, Alpha Lambda Delta-Honorary, Pi
Delta Phi-Honorary, Gospel Choir, Sorority offices
Interests: Sewing, Physical Fitness, French language

JAN DUDLEY

CHRIS MOHLER

Junior, Art Education Major

Senior, HPE Major

Alpha Lambda Delta-Honorary, Kappa Delta Pi-Honorary, Delta Pi Delta-Honorary, Dean's List, Sorority Officer, Resident Adv., Dorm Govt, EMPA Volunteer,
Church Volunteer
Interests: Sports, Painting Cooking

Golden Torch Pres., Cheerleader, Dorm Officer,
Sorority Officer, PEM club, Varsity Club, Intramurals,
Panhel rep., Work with underprivileged children
Interests: Sports, Watergate, Children, Religion

JAN DICKSON

JANICE NIEMEYER

Senior, Fashion Merchandising Major

Sophomore, Elementary Education Major

A Cappella Choir, Golden Torch, SBO Boards, Sorority
Officer, Orientation leader, Panhel Offices, UAO member, Home Ec. Club, Campus Affairs Comm., Work with
Girl Scouts, Sponsorship of Indian Child
Interests: Singing, Sports, Reading

Who's Who Among Amer. H.S. Students, College
Dean's List, H.S. Student of the Year, Res. Hall Govt.,
OSEA member, Chess Club, Cultural Boost, Tutorial
work, Sunday School Teacher
Interests: Children, Sports, Fine Arts, Sewing, Cooking, Plants

1

DOROTHY KERN

CATHY HARRISON

Junior, Distributive Education Major

Junior, French Major

Mortar Board, Pi Omega Pi-Honorary, Student Renovation Board, Collegiate DECA, Sorority office, Resident
Adv.
Interests: Sewing, Sports, Travel

Resident Advisor, French Club Pres., Sorority reporter,
Member University Performing Arts Dancers, Reader
for the Blind
Interests: Dancing, Sketching, Baton twirling

DENISE HERMAN
Senior, Elementary Education Major
Kappa Delta Pi-Honorary, Dean's List, OSEA, MEP,
Dorm. Govt., Sorority Officer, Sunday School Teacher,
Tutorial Work, Charities Work
Interests: Crocheting, Knitting, Handicrafts, Piano

CLAUDETTE
SCHEURMANN
Junior, Political Science Major
Panhel Rep., Fact Line, Key, University Chorus, Runner up Miss Bowling Green, MAC Queen
Interests: Sewing, Tennis
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Local actors rehearse show
By Rudy Richards
Parts of the set lay
scattered amongst small
props and costumes while
paint cans and tools were
crammed in a corner.
Three actors stood amidst
all this, framed by the
towering Victorian walls of
an old apartment suite in
which they were rehearsing.
The director, Dr. Tom
Wymer, sat in a brokendown red chair, listening
intently for the right kind of
poetry from his actors
The actors, Vicky Gratz. a
Bowling Green High School
junior. Dave Gladieux, a
Bowling Green store owner,
and Steve Sawyer, a recent
high school graduate, began
their first run through of the
first act of "Come Blow
Your Horn.''

TOGETHER, they comprise four "I the 45-member

Play

Block Swamp Playert Dr. Thomot Wymtt, (left) neaocioto profattor of English and the group's director; Dr. Agnet Hooley,
Instructor

practice

in

Hsalth

and

Physical

Education

and

Stove

Sawyer, a rocont high school gradual* rohoarso a Kono from
"Com* Blow Your Horn."

Black Swamp Players, a
local
amateur
theater
group
The Black Swamp Players
consists of people from all
walks of life
According to President
James Forse, it's basically a

fun group. "We perform for
the enjoyment it gives us
and for the entertainment o(
the audience.'' he said
The Black Swamp Players
was formed in 1968 and is in
the process of becoming
established
in
the
community
According to Forse, it's
hard to build up a loyal
audience. It's also hard to
make theatrical innovations
because people want to see
plays they've already heard
about or seen, he explained.
"People do not generally
go to community theater for
experiments
but
for
entertainment That is what
acts as a limiting factor in
play selection,'' Forse said
FORSE,
who
teaches
history at the University,
said he believes the players
are getting progressively
better "With each play we
perform we learn a little bit
more,
he said. "And as
they get better they are
taking on harder and harder
plays," Forse added
At rehearsal the actors
showed
enthusiasm
and
warmth,
cracking
jokes
before practice began Yet.

there were apprehensive
moments for the actors in
their first run through.
It
was
especially
noticeable in an intimate
scene between Gratz and
Gladieux.
"There
was
nervousness
when
we
kissed I could (eel it in him
and he could feel it in me,"
Gratz said
Yet. director Wymer has a
way ol putting the actors at
ease, as Gratz said, "He
tries to put himself in your
place and doesn't get mad if
you don't know the line. He
keeps you really cool about

it He knows how scared I
am and he makes me feel
relaxed."
Sixteen-year-old Gratz is
participating in her first
play with the Black Swamp
Players. In "Come Blow
Your Horn," she plays the
role of a dumb blonde named
Peggy Evans
Opposite her is Gladieux
who plays a 33-year-old
playboy named Alan Baker
THE
PLAYBOY'S
younger brother Buddy also
enters in the first act. Steve
Sawyer plays the rebellious
21 year old.

The actors were an hour
into rehearsal, sweating,
sometimes forgetting a line.
With
great
tact
and
sensitivity. Dr Wymer was
grooming the rough edges
off some of the actors. He
made their raw talents fit
together.
I was impressed by the
talent and enthusiasm of the
young actors They showed
they loved what they were
doing
"Come Blow Your Horn."
which opens Nov. 10 at Crim
Elementary
School,
promises to be exciting and
lively.

English bands keep rock alive
By Frank Johaioa
Contrary to popular belief,
rock and roll music is not
dead Nor is it lying in a
guller gasping (or its last
breath Hock and roll is
alive and well in England
following a transplant from
its American birthplace
Three new albums (rom
Great Britain recently have
been released Only one was
produced by a group that
had been exposed to the
American rock audience

You no doubt remember
an obnoxious song called
■ Little Willy " It was released last spring by an unknown group called The
Sweet While "Little Willy"
sold very well, it isn't really
representative ol The Sweel
Their (irsl album is called
The Sweet" (Bell). It
features' 10 songs each about
three minutes long, bul
during that short hall hour,
(he group works miracles
MY FAVORITE on the

Coffee party planned
The French House will sponsor a coHee gel-together tomorrow from 2-4 p.m in (he International Lounge, 17
Williams Hall
The gel-together will (eature French snacks, decorations
and "lots of good conversation." according to Dr Kit ward L.
Shuck. Jr , director ol international program!
"There will be good music, good snacks and lots ol good
people.' Dr Shucksaid
He added thai everyone is welcome In attend

ICE COLD
Beer & Pop
TOGO

RED HOTS at GRAY'S
Stadium Plaza Shopping

Tampax
Box of 40

regular or super

reg. price '1.44

$1 19

NOW

r

Storage Chest
(Floral Design)
25 in x 13V6 in x 11VJ in.
reg. price'1.49

album
is
"Hell-raiser"
which is some of the best
heavy metal music that has
been recorded in many
months It begins with a loud
explosion and goes into
strong guitar strokes (hat
almost cover deafening
vocals.
Most of the other tunes on
this record also are ol Ihe
same qualily. The loud,
wailing guitars have a
(antastic up beat that could
compel (he listener to get up
and dance into a wild frenzy
Yel The Sweet is not always a non-melodic band
"Blockbuster" is made of
light harmonies and mild
guitar. And although nine ol
the cuts on "The Sweel"
feature
hard
guitar
strumming, (here is one soft
ballad called "You re Wrong
(or No( I mini: Me."
No doubt The Sweet are
performing (heir music only
lor American audiences
They are an incredibly tight
four-man outfit. But much of
(heir music has a bubblegum
sameness.
YOtl CAN take "Little
Willy" Irom this album and
hear how il is transformed
into
"Blockbuster"
and
"Wig-Warn Bam." All three
gain their heavy beat Irom
an ever present tom-tom
The other seven cuts on (his
album are (he ones lhat
cook
Queen is also a new
Knglish group This band
really knows how to rock.
These musicians seem very
inlent on bringing back (he

NEW!

.V99*

I

Gray's
Natural Vitamin E Capsule 200 i.u.

I

Bottle of 100
reg. price'3.69

8

NOW

pre-electronicrock.
Unlike The Sweet, these
players are as at home on
accoustic instruments as
they are on electronics
"The Nighl Comes Down" is
a light melodic Queen number Hi.it rolls into some(hing
called "Modern Times Hock
N
Roll."
"Liar"
and
t ire,11 King Hat" both are
six minute goodies Stones
influence can be heard here.
Once you gel through then
strange name, which also is
the name of their premiere
LI*, they really aren't what
you might expect This band
is into straight, hones( rock
music And (hey seem to
have potential
THEN THERE is Hanson,
an all-black band
Their
album "Now Hear This"
M.intitule 666701. does not
contain whal Americans call
soul. It mainly consists of up
tempo Hi 11 i-.li blues and
jazz
Again a four-man combo.
Hanson does Iradidonal rock
as well as some pieces th.it
use Moog and electric piano
Each of the four players
has good credentials for
forming an excellent group
Junior Hanson, the leader,
has recorded with Ike and
Tina Turner, Billy I*reslon
and Keef Hartley Drummer
Conrad Isadore worked on
Steve Stills' first two solo
albums
Bassist
('live
t 'li.iin.in was with the Jeff
Beck Group The keyboardsman Jean Koussell formerly
did arrangements for Cat
Stevens

$2 »

Mennen Sof Stroke
Shave Cream

I

1
I

I

While-U-Wait Shoe Repair & Sales
- Heels, Shines in 3 Minutes - Shoes for the Young Modern ■
Under New Management
131 S. Main - Across From Panney's
Open Late Mon & Fn

.J

HEY
PODNERS!

AS A GROUP, the vocals
reflect American soul but
are not played like the
Temptations and Spinners
do These guys are basically
instrumenlalisLs as shown in
(heir "Smokin' to (he Big
'M'."
Listening to Ihe guitar
work ol Junior Hanson
makes one wonder if he
might be trying to become
the nexl Jinn Hendrix His
electric work is most impressive throughout the album Bul I really think Ihe
groups acceptance has been
assured by Stevie Wonder
ami Hendrix. Bolh ol them
recorded in England.
The sound ol Hanson may
be very
American bul
superior English recording
techniques seem lo have dictated transplanting Amen
can sounds

Smile!

With th* pressing gasoline shortage an everyone » mind,
there's at least on* smiling face ol this station, located at the
corner el Wooster and N. Prospect streets.

Group coordinates team effort
to promote local improvements
"It's almost like we were born with
the I'niversity.' said Jerry Lahey.
chairman ol the Promote Bowling
Green Committee "It is dednKely a
vital factor in the community."
Therefore the committee works
closely with the I'niversily

il watches the i'niversity s Green
Sheet lor any upcoming events which
might tax the city's facilities ami Iries
(o help (he merchant be better
prepared. Lahey said
The committee also sponsors three
trophies for the best
decorated
dormitory, fraternity or sorority house
on
campus
during
Homecoming.
Student ActivKies awards (he (rophies
THIS YEAR (he (rophies will nol be
awarded due to lack ol student
interest, a Sludenl Activities spokes
person said
The Promote Bowling Green Com
mittee has been working lo make
Bowling Green a better place to live
and a more congenial place to do
business, said Lahey.
"Like a bunch of an(s. you have lo
work together, he continued

The University has been doing its
share
Holies A Dellays. associate pro[estoi "I art, h.is been working on
plans for an English Tudor style
walkway lo decorate Ihe alley between
Kaufman's and LuSalle's. Lane) said
Carl 1) Hall, associate professor ol
art, has had classes take pictures ol
and study ihe downtown area and
suggest
ways of
improving
Ihe
facilities, he said
The chairman said tie committee
not only works well with (he I'niversity
tuit also Ihe city.
Il is responsible for Ihe city's
Christmas decorations, tjhey said
Each year Ihe group gels together and
re(urbishes (he decorations.
"WE WORK real close with the city
and Mayor BarlleK." Lahey said "We
ask Ihe ci(y for suggesdons and they
ask us After all. we are all working for
Howling Green."
Since 1969. the Promote Bowling
Green Committee, an outgrowth of the
defunct Relail Merchants Organization, has attempted lo gel involved

with projects to promote the city.
I ,ilu-\ said
The committee should have been
started years ago, he continued
"THE CITY fathers did nol feel we
were serious." Lahey said "They (ell
we were just 15 guys who wanted
someOung for nothing, bul we were
really a bunch ol guys who were
Interested."
The committee is sponsoring a
Central Business Development Committee lo look into new sidewalks,
curbs, public restrooms and benches
for the downtown area. Lahey said
Bicycle racks also are a concern of the
committee.
A push-button, pedestrian-operated
crosswalk device will be installed to
help downtown shoppers cross the
street from J C. Penney s lo LaSalle's.
A study showed that pedestrians take
their lives into their own hands when
using the current crosswalk. Lahey
said.
"Yes. changes are coming to the
downtown district." Lahey concluded

SIGMA NU

11 o;. can
reg. price 97'

NOW 49*

$ DOLLAR DAY $

Q-Tips
Box of 408
reg. price 99'

Chicken Platter
NOW 69*

Blank Cassette
Cartridge Tapes
60 mm. size
reg. price 79'

WEDNESDAY IS

NOW 49*

Specials Good thru Sun., Oct. 21

Complete Prescription Service
Let Cray's Fill Your Prescription Rx
352-7248

and (tw\
2 ftilcy placet ol Wnlarn triad
chicken, Irtnch tries, and cola
alaw. served with
The Real Thing, Cokt.'

$1.00
Rat, '1.53
SAVE 53

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD Wit

ocr n

WOMEN: Tired of the Same Old
Dull Things?
Try Something New

Sigma Nu
Lil Sis Rush
Tonight - 7:30-9:30 p.m.
«:
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II Inrr Thrifl\ S7»o/»/'»«.a »'* « /WHO1

FOl/ C4NT HELP BUT SAVE ON YOUR FOOD BUDGET

Great Scot

7 DAY BONUS BUYS I

WITH
THESE

DQNJ

HI&KOOL
ffis*

REGULARLY $1.69

ANTISEPTIC

LISTERINE

KRISP PRODUCE BUYS!
|

RED DELICIOUS

'WHITE GRAPEFRUIT

APPLES

Le

c

29

DELICIOUS

CHILLY THINGS

I

fc_

CABBAGE , 10c

12 PLUS 2
FROZEN POPS

MARSH SEEDLESS

I49

.

0 LB BAG 89°
BANANAS „ 16

GOLDEN RIPE

....

,L..

WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON
GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 22. 1*73

WASHINGTON STATE

ntV UtLIUIUUO

MAXWELL HOUSI

COFFEE

0*13

DATTIME

PAMPERS
:

. PKG. OF 30

3/ 375

WITH THIS GUI AT SCOT COUPON
GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 22. T»73
.....'.II

RE6UL.BLTM'

,_■ ** ,

$

W.THOUTCOUPON
WITH THIS
GRIAT SCOT
COUPON THRU

49'

OCTOBER 22

BIG WEEK oua SEAWAY DOLLAR SALE!
SEAWAY

TOMATO
SAUCE

PINEAPPLE-ORANGE

IK
SEAWAY PLAINORIOOIZEO

SALT

.-.^ SfAWAT

26oz.10/M CANNED MILK

MANDARIN
ORANGES
CARROTS

J0,5/

$

SIAWAY

-#«-

,u 5/M PORK & BEANS

"*"»T

..3005/$1 CATSUP

SEAWAY FRENCH

SEAWAY DARK RED

SEAWAY PROCESSED

GREEN
BEANS

KIDNEY
BEANS

POLISH

1 SAUERKRAUT

$

SEAWAY STEMS A PUCES

3oo5/ 1 MUSHROOMS

$

Sf AWAY LIGHT RED

,oz.4/ 1 KIDNEY BEANS

»/«-

SIAWAVCLIAR

„oz.5/$1 AMMONIA

■•*«■•.■

„ 5/$1 • ■ :

w

ORANGE
4/$1 NAPKINS

\£jgt>g
~a.3/M*flEs*

*«»VAY

/SlClP'1*

FACIAL TISSUES 200cr5/sr
WE RESERVE OUANTITY RIGHTS
PRICES GOOD THRU OCTOBER 22. I»73

?.^ftit_>
"^-:'^r-^»
■

MMAflk? Wtf SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!
ll'i'*

Open Dally 7:45 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

, I I.

Potse I Th. BC N.w. Wednesday. October 17. 1973

Schedule of job interviews released
Sign up (or Che following
job interviews during the
week of Orl 29 will be held
tomorrow in the Korum. Student Services Bldg
Sign-up for non-school
schedules (business, government agencies and graduate
schools I will be from II 30
a m to 12 30 p m and
school schedules from 4 30
8 30 p.m.
A data sheet or resume
must be turned in at the
time of sign-up
BUSINESS
OCTOBER 29
Nationwide -B, any area
qualified in the following
positions or students interested in a career with
Nationwide t'omputer Programmers.
Underwriters.
Claims Adjusters and Supervisor Trainees
Owens Illinois-Industrial
Sales li MM,' . Mgmt . Ki
nance, other majors welcome if desire for sales is

Club meeting
The Child and Family
Development Club will hold
its first meeting of the year
tomorrow at 5 30 p m in the
Living Center, first floor of
the Home Economics Hldg
New professors and instructors in the department
will be the speakers The
meeting is open to the
public
Information about the club
can be obtained by calling
Chris Smkovec at 352-8247 or
Carol Jennings at 372-4000

strong
Comptrollership
Training
Program,
B/Acctg . Kin.. Must have
completed intermediate accounting courses Production Management Training
B Ind Tech Prod
Hike's - Merchandising
Mgmt Training B.MBA/Retailing LA. Eng. Econ.,
Home Econ
OCTOBER 30
S.S. Kresge-Management
Trainee B/Bus
Adm .
Econ . English. History,
Math. Psychology. Sociology. Management. Marketing
General Motors Corp
Hydramatic Division-Production Mgmt , Purchasing.
Production Control.
Accounting & Data Processing
positions available B/Prod ,
Mgmt , Purch , Prod.,
font.. Acctg . Data Systems
Owens Illinois- Same as
10 29 listing
Hike s Same as 10/29 listing
Owens-Corning
Fiberglas-Sales positions 11 any
area 7 mjr interested in
sales career Also. Prsnl
Asst . Cost Analyst. Prod..
Planner. Accountant. Buyer.
Cost Analyst & Account job
require 15 hrs of accounting
Commonwealth Life Ins
Co.-H, for Sales Mgmt.
Trainees.
Amoco Oil Company-Reseller Territory Manager B/
Bus Adm . Mgmt . Mktg..

UAO Campus Movie
Friday and Saturday Oct. 19-20

Kotch

7:00 and

9:30

Starring Walter Matthau

210 Math-Science
$1 with ID

THURS. IS STUDENT NIGHT

CINEMA I

7:15-9:15

Consumer area Supervisor
B
Bus
Adm, Biology
Mgmt . Mktg. Entry level
positions available in sales
Mgmt
OCTOBER 31
Xerox Corporation-Sales
Representatives - Selling/
Sales, Mtkg , Business, genuine interests in sales career.
Cargill
Management
trainee, sales and acctng.
position leading to management. Mobility is essential.
Burger
King-Management Trainees
F & R LazarusMerchandise
Trainee
leading to a position of Asst
Dept Manager H
Bus.
Adm I MBA). Home Ec..
Merch . Mgmt.
Libbey-Owens-Ford-Positions open for Corporate Internal Auditors i40'. i (ravel
B/Acctg . Field Sales-Dlsl
Rep li Mk(g or Business.
Industrial Market Research
Analyst B/ Mkig wiUieiiher
Math or Slat . Field SalesTechnical Rep B/ Ind.
Tech {construction).
Ernst & Ernst-B.M/Bus.
Adm or (JAC with concentration in accounting for
Staff Accountants
Texaco loc.-B, M, D for
tieologists for Producing &
Exploration. Geophysicists
for Producing & Exploring
Interviewing in the Geology
Dept. Sign up for interviews
there
NOVEMBER I
F & R Lazarus-Same as
10/31 listing
Lubrizol-B, M, D Chemist
for Organic, Synthetic Research Chemists & Chemical
Engrs
Detroit Bank & TrustBank
Management
Trainees, BBA. Econ.. Fin..
Mgmt .Mktg.
National Cash RegisterDec grads only B. MBA
for Financial Specialist
Mfgr Opns Finance & Ping

& Analysis. Pricing Analyst
requires MBA.
Armstrong Cork Co.-Mktg./Sales PositionB/Bus. Adm. & Mktg. Midyr. grads preferred
Toledo Edison-Asst Analyst-Acct. Records Division
or Acctg. Analysis Division
H Acctg
Asst. AnalystsCorporate Planning Division
II Strong Econ.
Ford Motor Company-B,
M/Fln.. Ind Tech.. Gen.
Tech . Mach and Material
Processing. Gen.
Bus..
Proc. & Mat., Prod & Oper..
Bus. Adm. for Purchasing,
Transportation. Production
Control.
B/Fin , Ind Tech.. Proc
& Mat . Prod. & Oper , Bus
Adm., or B. M in Acctg. for:
Prod Supr , Gen. Acctg.,
Cost Acctg. Fin Mgmt,
Programming & Ind. Rel
Manufacturers National
Bank- B, MBA Computer
Sci., Acctg , or Bus related
field for: Branch Office
Trainee. Commercial Credit
Analyst, Programmer (entry level I, Jr Auditor.
NOVEMBER 2
Ford Motor Co -Same as
Nov. I listing
Glidden - Durkee - B
Acctg. for Fin. Mgmt
Development Program, Internal Auditors li Acctg
90% travel
Staff Acct
B/Acctg
Food Serv Sales Rep.
B/Bus. Adm . Mktg : Industrial Sales Rep. By Chemical
Kngr , Ind Food Sale Rep
B/ Food Science. Chemistry. Biology: Prod. Mgmt
Mfg. Mgmt
Program
B/Chem.
Engr . Mech
Engr. Elec
Engr. Research chemists B, M. D
Chemistry
SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES
OCTOBER 30

graduates interested in MBA
program.
Social Security Administration-B' any area for
Claims Rep
Thunderbird
Graduate
School ol International
Management

Copt

ACROSS

7:15
NOW PLAYING

9:35

YEAR:'
-rrOrlrngSlone

\ toilet lion ■>! pi i/e winning •<nd
s|Hi iull) M'U\ led Minis presented .it ihe, uiinunl
N« u ^ HI k I M«iii I ■!■■« I esiivnl

THE PICTURE YOUR NEIGHBORS ARE
TALKING ABOUT.

Might just turn out to emulate the runaway success
of 'BILLY JACK'. Slambang impact. Deeply involving'.'

Abbr.
DOWN

23 Bowler.

7 Amount due.

24 Halloween parlygoers.
27 Smoked. British
style.
28 ' ■fi.nti guru-.
.12 Harmonira part.
13 Sad sound.
.15 Roentgen
invention.
.16 Night flyer.
38 Kind of roast.
40 Unused.
42 Actress Miller.
43 Attention,
getting sound.
45 Snack.
47 Sprightly.
49 Aramaean deity.
SI English king
< 1660-85..

65 M Coly.
Cloria
I'oelir pronoun.
Elbe tributary.
Coif rlub.

Hi.OMi. i.il Indues included
Anilv Wuihill,Svlvin Miles, lcn\ Southern
Milns Fiiriniiii, \,n. i
HnIK

WIMKII.IUII

I.I

Hull.in,K i.

illKl Gnu- V III,11 l.\c. lit IV.

Dm , tin ul I he Pcstivul: KeiiG.ml
1,1

I"* i •'

v/^iIIK'/fw^1"■• '''"^
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M

M 1 H3S

1
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ueu. 111
UIHAZUT
SAY'

Cf-RAMM II A
6>RAD£- P
STUDENT HAS
SHOWN POOR
ATTITUDE IN THE
feu CLASSES HE
MAPE-

H
•

'

FURTHERMORE. HE
HAS SPENT Ail TERM
UORKINb ON ONLY ONE
PROJECT- AN ASHTRAY •

KHII.ml r Tobias. I'ml of Knitlish at Iht I'nivcrsiiy
nl I'liisburgh. an autborlty on Victorian Literature
will sneak al 8 15 pm 111 riKini llllnl toe llusim-ss Ail

There will be an lnlcrdcnoininaliun.il Prayer Mcclinx
in I'roul Chapel alb OUpni IhlsevenmK
The Sludenls International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced leclure lor those who practice
transcendental meditation m room 2;». Main-Science
Hl.it al6 311 pm
Students interested in volunteering lor HIK HrolherHIK Sister Program coMact Vokuiteers in Pronreai
oltice at 405 Sludenl Services or Call 372 2697
There will be a Womens Volleyball name aitainst
IVIianct1 College in Ihe North Gym of the women's
bldn 117 00pm This is Iree 4 open 10 the public

On l.oan Krom Russia,
film ol the impressionist
and post-impressionist loan exhibition will be
liresenled bv the School of Art this evening in room
204 of the Klnc \rls Bldg at 7 00pm

HOMECOMING
CON
CERT ON FILM "Jimi
Plays Berkeley," a college premier Hendru at
his peak-Memorial Day
concert.
1970
Thurs .
Kri. Sat., (Jet 18-20. 7
and 9 pm
105 Hanna
Hall
SL00 Admission
Fly Huh.
Theta this. Sig Ep's.
Phi M11 . .111.1 Xi's What
a great combination lor a
4-wav tea' Xi's sav thanx
to all.

"

LISTEN.
CLASSY
ASHTRAYS
TAKE TIM$!

I A6REE
THIS IS

lilack Oak Arkansas and
Hrownsvillc
Station.
Kn. Ocl
19 al the
Toledo
Sports
Arena
Tickets $4 50 in advance
al Finders Kecords

fall 352 4016
Ford Van. Paneled inter
Iteil Chntt. Sink 1600
or best offer 2-5769
67 Dodge Dart V-8. Auto,
buckets J500 as is 372
3256 after 10 00

Kreddv Kalcon sez come

C Vehorn llappv 21st'
' You know, not too many
people send b-dav cards
anvmore.
which is a
shame, isn't if' Sorry
we can't be there to help
vou
celebrate'
Love.
John. Woody and Super
Sears, alias Parakeet

1

'
"

LNRtASONABLC

Sigma Nil I.il Sis Itush
7 30-tl 10 tonight

Wi-dncsdav. October 17, l»T:l

Your senior portrait is
important to vou Make
yonf appointment now!
372-0OB6

■;
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by Garry Trudeau
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H
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19
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M Great Kngli»h
naturalist.

There will be a meeting lor anyone who practices
transcendental Meditation IIK1.IV from I ,t 30 in the
Kacullv Uninice ot ihe t'nion

This cop
is up to
his
eyebrows in
godfathers,
informers,
Junkies
and
trigger-men
with
itchy
fingers!

1

|3

14

item.
25 Cantor.
26 Anklets.
29 Murh-quoled
poem of 1751.
30 Writer Fleming.
31 Togelhrr with
Prefiv
34
hand
iextend help).
16 Di-iainful
exclamation.
17 Triumphant
exclamation.
39 Slander.
41 Poland's name
for Lithuania's
capital.
li Before It. Col.
46 Reflection.

The Women's Kieid Hockey Team plays Toledo today
at 3 30 pm at Sterling: Kami h'leld

TIIK
liKSTOKTIIN
NKVVYORK
KKOTIC
KII.M KlliSTIVAL

?

8 Younger generation relative.
9 Crisp vegetable.
10 Himalayan peak.
11 Biblical verb.
12 Impression.
13 Gusto.
19 Native of: Suffix.
21 Straightedge
.

55 Symbol lor
Oi II.II.-I 31.
57 Work.
60 Contradict.
61
winlergrren.
U BoM builder.
66
67
68
6°

Gibflon, of
tennis.
Home applianre.
Gathers.
Wavy: Prefix.
Adders' kin.
Roughen, from
exposure.
59 Famous
Yugoslav.
63 Con's opposite.
64
Aviv.
53
54
56
57
58

1 Milady's.
2 "I have
(M. L King l.
3 Distributed
differently.
4 Opera
5 Josiice Dept.
arm.
6 Gloss: Var.

"Die Huddenbrooks. ' Ihe second in a series ol movies
10 be presented bv Ihe tlerman IK-pl . is bast\l on
Thomas Mann s novel ihowflttp, Ihe hlossonunii ol the
I.UIH'I k business linn. Huddenbrook This lilm will be
shown tonight at 7 00 pm in 210 Math Science Hldg .
and is tree and open 10 the public

NOW
PLAYING

ANSWft 10 PtEVIOUS MIZZLE

52

71 Sugar solutions
in a prescription:

building

HELD
OVER KLflWEEK!

Forest Hills Schl. DiscSame as Nov. 1 listing.
Berea City Schools I Ohio I- All areas
'Evenings only

71 l>nl Fcsiu

70 Elr.'s rousin.

I Man'* mm».
S National emblem.
9 Spanish port.
14
«* rege
(from God and
the ki.., ■ : L*.
15 Early viee
in --ul.-ul
16 Horalion work.
17 60 drops.
18 Itihlji ul i■ '■'>i-1<
20 Odin, Thor, dr.
22 Rigid.

ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

CINEMA II

Kent State University
Graduate Programs in Bus.
Adm. & Econ.-Students interested in entering MBA
program.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

University of Michigan
Graduate School of Business
Administration
- Under-

"BEST
AMERICAN
MOVIE
OF
THE

WPEM:Gen. K.
NOVEMBER 2

NOVEMBER 1
•Forest Hills Schl. Dist
'Ohioi Home Econ. M;
Spanish, Lang. Arts.. Math,
Science. Ind Arts all 9-12
soccer coach optional:
Lang. Arts-Soc
Stu. 8:
Math/Sci 8: Gen Gen «,

OCTOBER 31

Kappa Sigma-Congratulalions on vour 1st F'ool
ball victory
l.ilSisses
Kappa Sig's little sisses
welcome
the 13 new
pledges
Stardusters
agnumoeehc'
agnumochee''
omungaeehc "'''
t'HEK
UMI M,-\
days'

IK

Number 2--(iood for you'
Congrats
ADPi
Mud
Tuggers'
Congrats D.J on Home
coming
queen
candidacy'
I A. I. vour sisters
Kappa
Sig
wishes
continued
success
lo
Steve
"Shine''
Breil.
BGSU'S
intramural
athlete ol the year 7J-7J
Kappa Sig pledges thank
(hi Os lor a great lime'

to

the

Coronation

and

Bonfire
THE Blti
COMING!

HELP WANTED
Dishwasher

BA.Nti

IS

Homecoming
elections
take place todav Vote
between 9 and 5 30 in
Men > Gym
I D
and
validation
cards
are
needed
The Brothers ol Alpha
Sigma Phi wish to congratulate Super Pes and
Karen on their recent
pinning
Sigma Nu Lil Sis Hush
7 30-9 30 tonight

FOR SALE
Collie Terrier
I'uppies
lor sale Call 354-5103
Manual typewriter in «•
cellent condition 3 vr
guarantee Call 354 0614
21" b w combination TV
Excellent cond S40 best
oiler 3547951
1971 Yamaha R5B :60c,
Street bike 3300 mi WOO
Ph 3524836
1972 Nova PS. Radio
Must sell 257-88S3 after
6 00
72 Gran Torino. 302.
l^. air. AmKm
Buck Fact Mags,
Radials. Ex.- cond
0078

35dd
r.1.1 .
new
J52-

19(0 VW, for parts 40 lip
engine w 0 starter. 1963
transaxle Call Dick at
3520778 betw 5*7
1967 VW
Good body
Good condition Call 352«SL
Pontiac
Catalina 66.
Good cond 1300 372-3*08
ask for Dale
1962 Galaxie 500
condition
Beit

Good
otfer

wanted,

apply in person. Petti'i
Alpine Village
117 N
Main 353-0512
Occasional babysitting
I lavs 352-5359 alter 5 30
Female
bartender
wanted Apply in person.
Petti'i Alpine Village
117 N. Mam 359-0512 _
Positions open
Day &
night shllt tor waitress
es, cooks and utility
Full and part-time help
Apply in person - Dutch
Pantry.
Cocktail
waitresses
needed at new exciting
club in this area The
Dixie Electric I'o 8748649
Parl-time
help,
male
students preterred Night
work Inquire at 352-5315
Delivery people, waiters,
waitress
Apply
in
person.
Pagl.ai's.
Starting pav SI 70 fir
Drivers with own cars
Hourly pay plus mileage
Applv at Mr Ed's Pizza
Pub Hours 9 30 to 12
pm

WANTED
Bass player Call 1-8747'i!4ask lor Gordon
4 roommates needed for
winter quarter Campus
Manor
Apartments
Fringe benefits Call 352
7745
1 male for apt. close to
campus Phone 352*006
1 female to share apt
with 3 others MO mo &
160
deposit
Utilities
paid Call 352 4120
1 I. needs apt house to
share, close to campus
372-4710

I male roommate for 2man apt Campus Manor
tall 352-7742
lead
guitarist
needs
band I all Hill 352-6060
Need I to sub-lease apt
with 2 other guvs Call
Keith 352-6176
1 male roommate to
share 2-man trailer Call
352 7704
1 f roommate to share
apt with school teacher
in Perrysburg
15 mm
Iron. BO Alter 5 pm
call 352-6906 or 874-5670 in
Perrysburg

SERVICES OFr-ERED
Reliable

Abortion

Ser-

vice
24 hour service
Clinic close lo area 1 to
24 week terminated bv
licensed
certified
ob
stetrician gvnecologut
Immediate
arrange
menls will be made with
no hassle Call collect
216*11 1557
PROBLEMS0
CALL
CHRISTLINE
352-0379
any hour, anv day
One ol a kind gilts made
to your own design (me
handcrafted jewelry and
ceramics - photography,
macrami. candles
122
Pearl
Street.
Mad
Artists Colony- second
house from S
Main
Open every evening
Watch cleaning 4 repairing at the Working
Handcraft Center
S15
Conneaut
Basic
yoga
classes,
public and private Available to fit your schedule
Starting Nov Call 354
4721
Looking for a profession
with tree medical benefits.
30 days
paid
vacation
a
year,
educational
advance
ment. good salary, and
more'' Lt. Gysan. US
Army Women's Armv
Corps Selection Officer,
will be on campus Oct. 22
and 23 Contact the Armv
ROTC lor appointments
and location

•.

Wadnatajoy, Ottobmr 17, 1973. The, BG N.wi tag, 9

leers face tough slate
By Mark Glover
Assbuat Sports Editor

even a great Nov is no reason to relax After all. the hockey
schedule lasts clear into March
Opponents after the Thanksgiving road trip include archrival Ohio State. St Louis University, and nationally-ranked
Michigan Tech Although these games are spaced out over a
longer period of time, they will provide the Falcons with
some very tough hockey contests

While most people are stuffing themselves with turkey
during the Thanksgiving vacation, the Bowling Green
hockey team will be determining the success of their
season.
This is how Ron Mason. Bowling Green's new hockey
coach, sums up the situation when looking at this year's
tough schedule Mason knews what he's talking about
Between Nov 16-25, the BG icers play in six contests on an
eastern tour
Opponents on this tour include Lake Superior, where
Mason coached seven years before coming to BG. and tough
Boston University
"No doubt about it. November will determine whether we
have a winning or losing season.'' said Mason.

MASON is well aware of the CCHA playoffs coming on
March 8-9 in St Louis
I don't want our team to peak too
early." warns the first-year coach Amen to that After all.
the CCHA playoffs are for all the marbles
The total season performance will tell the story of success
for the Falcon icers this year Nevertheless, a good showing
on this "turkey-week trip " to the East might provide a clue
to a fine season for the BG hockey squad

MASON the first-year Falcon coach is drilling his players
in practice with the tough Thanksgiving road trip in mind
Practice sessions stress skating abilities, passing in traffic
and conditioning The short and compact figure of Mason is
an ever-present on the ice
The new coach constantly is shouting instructions to his
players, even while they are executing plays. Mason knows
that when the season starts, reaction will have to be instant
Coach Mason also realizes that his players must be in good
shape when late Nov rolls around Needless to say, the BG
icers are doing a lot of skating in practice
N.w.ph.1^ by Mktiaml O. Oram

MASON is playing particular attention to his three lines
who hopelully will provide a strong offensive punch

The Falcon icart undir the) watchful «y« of head coach Ron Motcn go through a
PrQCtlCe

*•»■»• ol lino play» and attacki on tho goolio in yroitorday's practice at tho Ico
Houto. Tho ftkatort oro in tho tocond wook of training camp in preparation for
thoir ooaton oponor which is two wookt away.

This is why Mason is depending so highly on his three
lines The nine men provide virtual!., the onlv solid depth on
the BG team
One of these lines consists of John Stewart. Bruce Wood
house and Kichard Nagai. Fans might recall this is the same
line that played so well in last year's CCHA playoffs

Club operates unknown
By Dick Rrtt
Stall Writer
One of the least known,
yet fastest growing organizations on campus presently
is the BU Century Club
For
those
who are
wondering what the century
represents, let it be known
that you do not have to be
100 years old to participate;
you don't need 100 hours ol
credit to join; nor do you
need to pay 100 dollars to become a member
What one must do to be in
the Century Club is to accumulate a distance oi 100
miles, which can be done in
a variety of ways run or jog
100 miles, swim 25 miles,
walk for 100 hours < must be
done continuously (or at
least one hour) or bicycle
400 miles
For all this distance. '
though, the rewards are
scarce
A PERSON who reaches
the
100-mile
mark
is
awarded a T shirt, and anyone who surpasses 300 miles
is presented a certificate
Special attention is given to
persons who accomplish 500
miles or more in the form of

having their name engraved
on a plaque
Originating
last
May.
BG's Century Club has a
membership of 52 enthusiasts, despite very limited
publicity.
A glimpse of [he club
roster finds that 15 of the 52
members have reached the
century plateau, with two.
Mark Loudenslagel and Glen
Bowen. possessing over 400
miles
The club's basic aim is to
involve the entire University
community in a physical fitness program lor the benefit
of health and a greater
appreciation of physical fitness
ACCORDING TO Intra
mural
Director
Maurice
Sandy, most of the participants are of a special breed;
the' kind that possess an
abundance of incentive and
stamina.
"This type of program is
geared towards the non-varsity-type athlete, or one who

The Falcons (1-1) led
through the entire match
until the fourth quarter
when Wayne State rallied to
tie the contest at 5-5 at the
end of regulation time
BG's defense intercepted
three straight Wayne State
passes and converted them

into scores in the overtime
session The Falcons linal
goal came with one minute
remaining to play
Scoring goals for BG were
Jim Williams i3). Steve
Breithaupt
(21.
Joe
Klebowski (2). and Dave
KylandU).
In reserve aclion. the
Falcons ties Wayne State. 44 Tim Stubbs had three
scores and Jeff Leidel added
another to account for BG's
points
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I'.14: WIISHIBI BUD SUITE =?
ios»Nciiii i»u> fin
I VI Mil oi 4;; 5493

House
0'

Fabrics
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

days.'' said Sandy, who
supervises the Century Club.
If you're really into this
type of recreation, try the
Century Club It may prove
helpful in the long run!

Ruggers sweep Detroit series
Special to the News
Despite a pessimistic preseason outlook
by
the
coaching staff, the Bowling
Green rugby team appears
well on its way to its Uth
straight winning season
This past weekend the
rugger's
"A" and
"B"
squads
demolished
the
Detroit Rugby Club. 21-4 and
22-«
Fred Shoerman. Detroit's
coach, stated after the "A"

game. We knew we were in
(or a rough battle when BG
blew us ofl the ball in the
first couple scrums "
JOHN GARLOUGH. BG
lorward coach, was quick to
agree. "We looked 10 times
better than we did the week
before Our forwards just
ate them up'"
As the BG forwards aggressively went after the
ball with brawn, the backs
used their brains as they
expertly picked apart the
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viow tho practice activities of tho BG icors during
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Homecoming Queen
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Now hockay montor Ron Mason ratios timo out to

EXPANDED

Hi a ta c&Ut
Be sure lo look these over!
Some surprising values in
quality fabrics — sports
wear, knits, fashion fabrics
— in 1 lo 10 yard pieces
throughout the store Many
values to $2.98 yd.-S3.98
yd and more!

John Dowrs helping out with
one try apiece. Insurance
points came in the (orm of
three conversion kicks by
soccer-style kicker Jerry
Duncan.
The ruggers next appearance in Iron! of BG (ans will
be
in
Athens during
migration weekend to Ohio
University Nov. 3.

D. J. KERN

OUR SERVICE
DEPARTMENT HAS

J^a.g.Q. Ribs Plotter

REMNANTS
STOREWIDE

Detroit defense.
PICKING UP (our points
each were Mike Terwood.
Scott Hummel. Jim Fish and
Buck McKinney. Scoring on
kicks were Jim Tremoulis
and Dave Wainio
The story of the "B "game
was much more the same as
Ron Shaw and Tom Hayes
led a tremendous defensive
charge
Again the backs
paced the scoring with Ken
Ware getting two four point
ers and Charlie Mattern and

NOTKIt

just desires an enjoyable
form of recreation," said
Sandy, who wishes to see
greater 'involvement from
the faculty and administra-

Polo feam wins
Bowling Green's water
polo club recorded its first
victory of the season by
defeating Wayne Slate 9-6 in
overtime last weekend

lion and their families
"You
can't
walk on
campus any more without
seeing people jogging or bicycling It seems like the
natural thing to do these

TEAM CAPTAIN Mike Bartley leads another line His
counterparts are Gerry Bradbury and Ron Wise. All three of
these men are seniors and provide a stable, experienced
threat to opposing teams
A third trio is led by Bob Dobek. the team's leading scorer
last year. Dobek is flanked by Douglas Ross and Steve Ball
If the team comes through the tough Nov schedule in good
shape. Mason certainly will be pleased But he realizes that

TO
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Revelations
Finders Records, BG
Masonic Auditorium
Black Knights Mens Shop
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Disc Records - 3 Locations
Fez's Barber Shop
Headquarters
Sears, Woodville Mall
Central Travel & Ticket
Toledo Sports Arena
"The World is a Ghetto"
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Mark Glover says:

Finley hurting Oakland organization
When vou play baseball for Charlie Finley. your very soul
.ind existence rests in his hands
When Finley says prow ., moustache, vou prow .1 mous
t.ichc. or else II you have I groat name in the World Series,
your s.il.irv will inslanllv prow lo a phenomenal sum A bad
panic will earn you any one ol the countless miseries lhat
Hoss Kinlev can think up
WIK.lv ANDREWS learned tins I,id of hie on Sunday nighl
alter his two errors had 1 nsl the Oakland Athleties the sec
end game ol the World Series Athletics owner Kinlev told
Andrews that his services were no longer desired alter the
10-7. 12 inning loss to (he New York Metl
This move by the controversial owner has to be one ol the
most shameful and disgusting acts in the history of proles
sion.il baseball Finley stubbornly claimed that he released
Andrews 1 to go hack to Boston 1 for reasons of physical dis

ability
Nobody said a word about Andrews
shoulder problems
until the 12th mrimi' of Sunday's game with New York When
Andrews made his second miscue. allowing the winning Met

runs to score. Finley apparently decided it was time to
make a move A player, who wished not to be identified, said
the As owner made a call to the dugout in regard to
Andrews
WHEN NKWS ol Finley s action reached the rest of the
Oakland players, the ex|H*cted explosion took place.
This is the worst run organization I've ever seen.' said
Ted Kubiak All-star outlielder Heggie Jackson was equally
bitter and said. We re all embarrassed "
Marvin Miller, the executive director of the Players Association, called the actions by Finley
shabby and
suspicious
MANAGER link Williams guarded his comments by
saying. 'Mike was so depressed (alter Sunday's gamei. he
wanted to be checked out It 1 his shoulder! was hurting so
much lie It-It he might be a detriment to the team "
Monday's workout started with several A's players
wearing adhesive tape patches with the number
17 in
"mourning" ol the departed inlielder

Finley's only comment on the situation was limited to a
lew mumbles and an insistence that the ballplayers did not
have the facts."
Humors started to circulate, which is par for the course in
these situations The unconfirmed reports warned of a
possible boycott by the Oakland players for the remaining
games of the World Series
JUST WHEN things were really starting to heat up. Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn stepped in for one of his rare
displays of authority Kuhn ordered the Oakland club to reinstate Andrews and condemned Finley for his action toward a veteran ballplayer
Kuhn also insisted that Oakland play the remaining games
of the World Series
The only problem now is finding Mike Andrews Andrews
reportedly left the As lo go hunting in northern California
upon hearing the bad news
MAYBE ANDREWS really did have a bad shoulder and

could not continue to play He signed his name to such a
statement that was hastily prepared by the Oakland staff
Yet, who knows what pressures were placed on the veteran
infielder
One has to figure that d Finley rewards players at the
drop of a hat isuch was the case with Gene Tenace for his
fine play in last year s World Series 1. he would be likely to
punish them for bad play
Chances are that Andrews was having no shoulder problems in that crucial second game Andrews was used during
the year as basically a designated hitter and pinch hitter He
lacked experience at the second base position and especially
under World Series pressure
The chances are even better that Charley Finley. wrapped
up in the excitement, made a rash decision The decision
was foolish, and he may regret making it eventually
Whether the As can recover as a team after this incident
remains to be seen A more important question might be
whether professional baseball can stand any more of
Charley Finley
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Falcons must execute
to defeat Redskins
By Jack O'Breia
Executive Sporlt Editor

NawtptwM by

MKho.1

O GV*n*

ll will loke a toper effort tuch ot thii by the Falcon detente lo
knock-oH the Miami Redtkint ihit Saturday. Here Kevin Taylor
(81), Ron Nkkey |75l Jo* Ruttell (covered up) with help from
John Villopiano and Dave Turner caute Kent State't fullback Mike
Mauger (5) to fumble in the Ftathet 21-7 win over Bowling Green.

Miami comet to Porry Field with a 4-0 tlat* and a chance to knock
BC right out of the MAC conference race with a win thit weekend.
The Redtkint are rated 20th in thit week't Attociated Prett
national football poll

ffffoof* Svaap*

Cagers moan past drills
By Krnoy While
Sporlt Kdllor

111 January right after ihe conference games get underway

It w.is ,1 day of moaning ami groaning Monday afternoon at
Haley s House ol Hoops when the Howling fj
1 varsit)
1 iHindballcrs opened camp lor the upcoming 197.1 74 season
Head mentor Pal Haley, now in his third veai at the
Falcon helm, welcomed 14 prospects lo (lie opening day of
drills More than 200 colleges and universities went through
tin- same procedures Monday as they opened their b.iskci
hall programs
Afler a short lecture the players were divided into three
teams before partaking a lull court scrimmage which was
played under three lOmmute periods The players were then
sent through .1 conditioning sequence for 10 minutes winch
ended the lirst day ol festivities
GREG WILSON was a spectator in the stands during (he
lirst day ol workouts The b :i guard wno s.n out last yeat
alter transferring from Illinois will enter Toledo Hospital
tomorrow to undergo surgery on his right knee for damaged
cartilage
Wilson will hi' inactive lor the next eight weeks bill Speculations have 11 that he cm make a return lo action innl ».c\

SNAKEBITTEN Sophomore forward John Arnold became
the first casualty ol the season when he caught a finger in
his eve while lighting lor a rebound Arnold's eyeball was
scratched and he will lie out ol action lor a couple ol days
i.isi yeai Arnold had his cheekbone smashed by a Cornelius Cash cltiow while lighting lor a rebound during pre sea
son practice ami missed Ihe starting gun because ol the in
jury
Other casualties reported oil Ihe lirst day were Andre
Richardson, a bruised knee. Dan Hipsher. sprained right
ankle ami Jack Wissman. a sprained It'll ankle
Falcon forward Cornelius Cash has been rated as one ol
Ihe top SOcourtmen in the nation b\ many oi the basketball
magazines which are now hitting the stands
Today is an oil day for Ihe Falcons which will be devoted
lo laking team and individual pictures The cagers also will
model their new double knit uniloriiis during Ihe Media Day
session ami the brown ami orange Indiana Pacers look
.dikes .11 c something lo see

Sailors tie
ND for first
The Howling Green Sailing

club

attended

us

lirst

reg.itla of the season last
weekend at Cincinnati Nine
schools participated in the
two-day event which took
place .it Cowen Lake
Howling limn ami Notre

Dame

completely

dominated (he series which
ended in a lie lor lust place
ll was an impressive victory
for
BO,
as
arch-rivals
Miami ami Kent State finished
third
and
lifth
respectively
Final
follows

results

were

1 Noire Dame
2 IlliSl

M
J7

3
4
fi
6
7
8

Ii4
Ii4
70
80
8:1
90
114

Miami
Xavier
Kent State
Ohio State
Wright Stale
Cincinnati

a Wooster

as

The
nationally ranked
Miami Redskins may have
the toughest defensive unit
the Falcons football team
will face this season
Miami, rated 211th in this
week's
Associated
Press
major college football poll,
is undefeated in live starts
this season The Kedskins
will meet the Falcons Sal
urday at Dovl I.
Perry
Field
1 think Miami is every
bit as good as Kent." said
Howling Green head coach
Don Nehlen
The
Falcons
absorbed
their first loss of the season
last Saturday as they were
beaten 21-7 by Kent
We'll have to execute
better
offensively
this
week,
said Nehlen
"We
had poor execution but good
effort against Kent
THE BG coach added lhat
the Falcons can't alford to
have a breakdown near the
goal line like at Kent when
they failed in two attempts
to score from the one-yard
line during
the opening
minutes ol Ihe first quarter
Miami ranks lirsl in the
conference and third in the
nation
in total defense,
allowing an average of 162 4
yards
per game
The
Falcons stand 20th in the
nation in total offensive with
an average of :«S yards per
game
The Redskins' defense,
which hain't
allowed a
touchdown in Ihe last two
games ranks 10th among
major colleges with an
average yield ol 8 4 points

per game Howling Green
ranks 12lh in Ihe nation in
■coring with an average of
111 8 points per game
MIAMI'S defensive standout is middle guard Kr.nl
Cousino. who was twice
■elected as the
Defensive
Player of the Week
in the
Mid-American Conference
Cousino has made 47 solo
tackles and has assisted on
42 others in lour games He
did not play in the Redskins'
10-6 victory over Ohio University but is expected to
start against the Falcons
Saturday
In addition to Cousino. (he
Miami defensive is bolstered
by senior linebacker Mike
Monos. who had 25 tackles

A pensive Don Nohten pendert hit team't dettiny.
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and
assists against
Ihe
Bobcats In live games, he is
credited with 42 solo tackles
and 43 assists
In the past lour years.
Miami has posted identical
7-3 overall records The Ked
skins have won 19 ol 20
games with non league opponents while posting nine
victories and 11 setbacks in
MAC action Miami has two
seconds a third and a fourth
place finish to show for its
conference efforts
Miami leads Ihe series
between the two schools. 199-2 In laet. the Kedskins are
the only conlerence team to
hold an edge on the Falcons
in a series BG has won the
last two games, including
last year's contest. 17-7.

128 N. MAIN

